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In these lectures1 I will review some of the approaches taken to model the mechanical properties of growing
plant tissues. I will start in §1 by discussing the contrasting nature of stress and strain in multicellular
tissues undergoing so-called diffuse growth. (I will not discuss tip growth of pollen tubes or root hairs,
nor secondary growth of lignified tissues.) I will then (§2) review simple constitutive laws in one spatial
dimension (1D) and introduce the widely used Lockhart model for cell and tissue expansion. I will show
how to convert a discrete (cell-scale) model into a continuous (tissue-scale) model (§3) and explain how
1D constitutive models can be used to model 2D bending (§4), using root gravitropism as an example. In
§5, I will describe how the Lockhart model can be formulated in 3D for continuous materials, accounting
for anisotropy and growth, as is used in current computational studies. I will then turn to computational
models for individual cells (§6), focusing on the widely-used vertex-based framework where cells are described
as polygons or polyhedra. This is a popular framework in developmental biology and offers an interesting
contrast to traditional continuum models. Finally, I will review some models of the plant cell wall (§7),
examining its fundamental role in shaping organisms.

I will assume familiarity with basic continuum mechanics and make some use of vector and tensor calculus
and a little linear algebra. More mathematical material appears in boxes; results are summarised outside
them. Technical terms are presented in italics when they are first introduced. There is not space here to
be fully comprehensive and the topics presented are deliberately selective, influenced by my own experience
working on root growth [37]. An excellent resource giving a wider view of mechanical modelling of growing
tissues is [31]. Other more plant-specific reviews include [1, 40, 43, 56].

1 An introduction to the mechanics of multicellular materials

Deformations of plant tissues may be passive (a stem bending in the wind or a leaf or hanging under gravity)
or active (involving growth, through cell division and cell elongation). Setting aside cell division for the time
being, let us consider the implications of the observation that plant cells generally remain tightly adhered
to their neighbours (in so-called symplastic growth). In the absence of dramatic deformations that lead to
fracture, strains must then be reasonably smooth functions of position, varying slowly from cell to cell in
a tissue. This does not preclude the plant from undergoing large deformations, as small strain gradients
can accumulate along slender structures to allow substantial deformations. This is of critical importance in
allowing a plant to accommodate and exploit its environment. For example, differential expansion drives
the bending of a gravitropic root [44] or the unfurling of an anther [47]. Likewise a long slender leaf can be
strongly deformed in a breeze [20] without the strains on its tissues being large enough to cause irreversible
deformations.

Plant cells are heterogeneous structures, with soft pressurized interiors and relatively stiff cell walls. While
deformations may generally be smoothly varying functions of position, the resulting stress fields may not
be. In particular, stress in a biological material can be very sensitive to the size and location of the domain
over which it is measured (see box below). This raises interesting questions about the distribution of stress
within a cell, and how stress (or strain) is sensed within a cell. Cosgrove [17] discusses some of the challenges
of measuring material properties of plant tissues at small scales.
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Figure 1: The blue line (top) illustrates the axial component of stress in a layer of cells (green, below)
lying across the cross-section of a stem. Stress is sampled along the orange line that intersects cell walls
and cytoplasm (treated as vacuoles), with walls under tension and vacuoles under compression. The stress
field therefore fluctuates from positive (pink) to negative (blue) values with respect to a reference level.
Averaging the stress across each cell (red line) indicates how cells in the centre of the stem may be under
net compression, while those near the periphery may be under net tension. The black curve shows the
smoothly varying stress field when it is averaged over multiple cells. When averaged over the whole stem,
the stress field may vanish (dotted line), even though individual components of the tissue may be subject
to large tensile or compressive stresses. From [5].

The (Cauchy) stress σ of a material can be interpreted with respect to a sample area A with unit normal
n̂, such that the force exerted on A is

∫
A σ · n̂dA. (That is to say, on each small element dA of the

surface A, the tensor σ maps the vector n̂ to a new vector (a stress) σ ·n̂, leading to a force σ ·n̂dA. The
total force on A is an integral (a sum) over all such elements.) If n̂ is uniform over A, we may therefore
define the average stress over the sample area 〈σ〉 ≡ (1/A)

∫
σ dA. For a material with microstructure,

we expect the average stress to be well defined (i.e. to have a robust statistical average) for sufficiently
large A. However 〈σ〉 is likely to be highly variable for small A, depending on which component of the
microstructure is being sampled.

Consider for example a primary root or stem, shown as a cartoon in Fig. 1. Each cell contains a vacuole
that draws in water from its environment, generating a high osmotic pressure (of approximate magnitude
RTC, where R ≈ 8.3JK−1mol−1 is the ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature and C the solute
concentration in the vacuole). The tendency of the cell to inflate is restricted by the stiff cell wall, generating
a tension in the cell wall. The balance between expansive forces in the cytoplasm, and tensile forces in the
cell periphery, give the cell an intrinsic rigidity (like an inflated balloon). Strong adhesion forces between
neighbouring cells reinforce this effect, rigidifying the tissue. (I will not here discuss secondary mechanisms
of stiffening through deposit of woody material.) Across a cross-section of a stem, therefore, we expect to
see alternating regions of tensile and compressive tissue (Fig. 1). When measured with respect to sufficiently
small areas A, the stress field fluctuates dramatically across individual cells. However, once integrated over
multiple cells, we can consider a field that varies more smoothly. Fig. 1 illustrates a postulated stress field
whereby cells at the periphery of the stem are under net tension, while those nearer the centre are under net
compression (mimicking the stress field within individual cells), even though the stress averaged across the
whole stem cross-section may vanish. This particular distribution of so-called ‘residual stress’ helps give the
stem rigidity [59]. (Similarly, the shoot apical meristem has a stiff epidermal layer, which can be modelled
as a pressurized shell [8, 39].) Stress is hard to measure non-invasively but reveals itself when the stem is
cut, allowing central cells to elongate, peripheral cells to shrink, causing the cross section to bulge (try this
with an onion!).
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The stress field in Fig. 1 illustrates the mathematical idea of homogenization, whereby a fluctuating field
is approximated by its spatial average, which may vary smoothly over long lengthscales. For plant tissues,
we might wish to treat the tissue as a continuum (smoothing out the variations over individual cells) and
seek a mechanical model formulated in terms of partial differential equations (PDEs) relating the slowly-
varying stress field to strain or strain rate, to model deformation under loading or growth. A constitutive
assumption is required, capturing the mechanical properties of the tissue (as linearly or nonlinearly elastic,
viscoelastic, etc.) and possibly including a framework for modelling growth (e.g. the popular Skalak–
Rodriguez formulation [52, 54]). I will review a set of such models below, starting from simple spatially 1D
descriptions (very useful for slender structures) before moving to 3D.

A key question in this approach is to define the appropriate constitutive model. One then asks: how
are the macroscopic parameters describing a tissue related to the geometric and physical properties of its
microstructure? This question motivates models that resolve individual cells, or components within them.
In principle, a cell-scale model can be carefully averaged to derive bulk tissue properties. When cells
have a highly organised arrangement (for example a periodic lattice), then the averaging can be performed
systematically (via asymptotic or two-scale homogenization). More generally, however, there will be a degree
of spatial disorder in the tissue, which raises interesting questions about the validity of averaging procedures.
The inherently discrete nature of a multicellular tissue may even present mechanical features (such as force
chains [26]) that are lost via spatial averaging.

Even in upscaling from cells to tissues, a constitutive assumption is needed to describe cell properties, which
in turn raises questions about cell microstructure. For plant cells, attention turns immediately to the cell
wall, a composite material in which stiff cross-linked cellulose fibres are embedded in a pectin matrix. Plant
cells regulate the material properties of the wall, and in particular the orientation of the fibres within it, to
influence cell, tissue and organ properties. Key concepts here are anisotropy (material properties that vary
with orientation with respect to the fibre distribution) and plasticity (irreversible deformations that arise for
materials that are subject to sufficiently large stress or strain). Plants present a fascinating challenge in that
the molecular microstructure (fibre orientation in cell walls, at the sub-micron scale) can influence organ
shape (up to metre scales). Alongside the ‘bottom-up’ question of how microstructure influences macroscopic
properties, we must also consider the ‘top-down’ question of how the plant senses its environment (via signals
associated with gravity, light, water, nutrients, etc.) and responds at the molecular level. Hierarchies of
mathematical and computational models are needed that can efficiently communicate information up and
down scales (exemplifying the challenge of multiscale modelling).

This endeavour is complemented by the increasing availability of 3D imaging of plant tissues, allowing
detailed geometric data to be integrated with models of mechanical and biological function. To some extent
this is beguiling: while shape (and the distribution of specific molecules) can be studied in exquisite detail,
measurement of mechanical properties and particularly of stress (as mentioned above) remains much more
challenging. Theoretical and computational models are essential in inferring mechanical properties from
imaging data and stress assays.

2 Simple constitutive models and Lockhart’s equation

We have already briefly encountered Cauchy stress σ. In nonlinear elasticity, different representations
of stress can be used, defined with respect to the deformed or underformed configurations of a material.
For small deformations, however, these distinctions can be ignored, and for slender structures it is often
sufficient to focus on a single dominant (axial, scalar) component σ, with dimensions force/area. When inte-
grated over the thickness of structure, the resulting force is sometimes called a stress resultant (dimensions
force/length).

Likewise, large deformations of materials in 3D need careful definition of strain. For small (axial) deforma-
tions of slender structures, however, it is sufficient to represent the strain as the relative elongation e = δl/l
for an object of length l deforming by extension δl. When length l(t) varies with respect to time t, the
strain rate ė = (1/l)dl/dt, is termed the relative elongation rate (RER) or relative elementary growth rate
(REGR) in the plant science community and is a central quantity in modelling growth by elongation.

We now revisit some standard constitutive descriptions of materials, moving towards the elasto-viscoplastic
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model that is commonly used to model growing plant tissues. Cosgrove [18] makes the important point
about accuracy in terminology: wall ‘softness’ for example is vague, as it does not distinguish between
compliance (an elastic property) from extensibility (a viscous property).

2.1 Simple constitutive laws in one dimension

For an elastic material, deformation is fully reversible: a load induces a strain and removal of the load
causes the material to recover its initial state. At a molecular level, it is assumed there is no breakage of
molecular bonds. In 1D, we write σ = Ee for some stiffness E (associated with the Young’s modulus).
This linear relation is a statement of Robert Hooke’s famous ‘law.’ There is an associated strain energy
W = 1

2Ee
2, so that σ = dW/de and E = d2W/de2.

For a viscous material, deformation is irreversible (implying breakage of molecular bonds), and the material
does not return to its original configuration after a load is removed. In 1D, we write σ = µė for some viscosity
µ, where a dot denotes a time derivative. This can be inverted to read ė = φσ where φ = µ−1 is called an
extensibility in the plant science community. σė = µė2 is the rate at which energy is dissipated by bond
breakage.

For viscoelastic materials, two basic formulations are normally adopted, with viscous and elastic elements
assumed to act in series (Maxwell) or in parallel (Kelvin), representing predominantly fluid-like or solid-like
materials respectively. When in parallel (so that the stresses of each element contribute to the total stress),
we write σ = Ee + µė. When in series (so that the strains of each element contribute to the total strain),
we write

ė = φσ + E−1σ̇. (2.1)

These expressions reveal a relaxation time µ/E ≡ E−1/φ over which the material responds to a change in
loading conditions. For example the Maxwell model describes how, under a step-change in deformation,
there is a rapid elastic response, followed by relaxation of the stress to zero. Alternatively the Kelvin
model describes creep, the time-dependent deformation arising in response to a step-change in stress. More
elaborate combinations of elements can be used to model more complex responses.

To describe a plastic material we must introduce the concept of a yield stress Y (or possibly a yield strain),
below which the material remains (largely) undeformed but above which there is irreversible deformation.
The viscous model is adapted to read

ė = φ(σ − Y )+ (2.2)

where the + subscript denotes (for a scalar argument) a Heaviside function: (x)+ = x if x > 0 and (x)+ = 0
otherwise. This innocuous constitutive law (2.2) (sometimes called a Bingham model) is piecewise linear
but the discontinuity makes it strongly nonlinear (not even everywhere differentiable). Yield is a complex
topic, reviewed in [11].

We can combine (2.1, 2.2) to form a (Maxwell) elasto-viscoplastic material, satisfying

ė = φ(σ − Y )+ + E−1σ̇. (2.3)

Weak loads, for which σ remains below Y , lead to reversible elastic deformation with σ = Ee. Stronger
loads irreversibly deform the material. This model can be used to explain the way in which a ribbon (or a
strip of paper) can be curled by running it over a blade, provided it is under sufficient load [51].

In an equivalent formulation, one can write e = ee + eg, decomposing the strain in adjacent Maxwell
elements into that due to the elastic component ee = σ/E, and that arising from plastic deformation
(which will be used to mimic growth). Let eY = Y/E be the yield strain associated with the yield stress.
Then (2.3) can be re-expressed as

ee = E−1σ, ėg = φE(ee − eY )+, e = ee + eg, (2.4)

so that a load σ induces an (internal) elastic strain which, if large enough, increases the unloaded length
of the material. This formulation turns out to be useful when moving to higher dimensions [12].
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It is important to remember that all of these constitutive models are based on very restrictive assumptions.
A real material is likely to have complex behaviour that falls outside these standard descriptions. Obvi-
ous missing features are dimensionality (considering 2D or 3D rather than 1D deformations, so involving
additional components of stress and strain), nonlinearity, anisotropy, heterogeneity and, for plants, active
processes that lead to growth.

2.2 Lockhart’s model

Lockhart [41] introduced an influential model for the expansion of a single plant cell. Suppose that an isolated
thin-walled cylindrical cell elongates along its axis. Its volume is V = Al, where A is its cross-section. As
long as A is constant, then the volumetric strain rate is equivalent to the linear strain rate,

1

V

dV

dt
=

1

l

dl

dt
= ė. (2.5)

If P is the pressure within the cylinder, then a force balance on the end plate (assuming the cell is under
no external load) gives

PA = Tp (2.6)

where T is the axial stress resultant (axial tension) in the cell wall and p the perimeter. (For a circular cross
section, A = πR2 and p = 2πR where R is the cell radius, so that T = PR/2.) If we adopt a 1D viscoplastic
model for the cell wall (2.2), then

1

l

dl

dt
= φ(σ − Y )+ (2.7)

where σ = T/h and Y is a yield stress. (We integrate σ over the wall thickness h to obtain T .) Then (2.5)
and (2.6) give

1

V

dV

dt
= θφ

(
P − Y

θ

)

+

where θ ≡ A

ph
. (2.8)

The geometric structure of the cell, captured through the dimensionless ratio θ, converts the wall extensibility
φ and wall yield stress Y to an effective cell extensibility θφ and cell yield stress Y/θ. We will shortly see
how the viscoplastic structure of the model is preserved as we move up to tissue level.

The axial stress resultant in an inflated circular cylindrical cell is T = PR/2. Away from the ends of
the cell, there is an additional transverse (or hoop) stress resultant in the curved cell wall, given by
the Young–Laplace condition as PR, exactly double the axial stress. This is a simple feature of an
engineering pressure vessel.

A plant cell regulates its turgor pressure using salts that draw in water from its surroundings by osmosis.
The flux per unit area across the wall is given by a Starling relation, of the form J = k(∆P −∆Π), where
∆P is a hydrostatic pressure difference and ∆Π an osmotic pressure difference. k is a permeability. For
simplicity, let us assume that the hydrostatic and osmotic pressures are zero outside the cell, and that the
flux takes place across the curved wall of the cell, of area pl. Then mass conservations demands that

dV

dt
= plk(Π− P ). (2.9)

If we assume that P is large enough to allow cell expansion, we can eliminate P between (2.8) and (2.9) to
obtain

1

V

dV

dt
=
φθ [Π− Y/θ]
1 + (φθ2h/k)

(2.10)

if Π−Y/θ is sufficiently large. The parameter φθ2h/k represents a ratio of the time taken for water to cross
the cell wall to the time taken for the cell to elongate. If water transport is rapid, which is a conventional
assumption, then φθ2h/k � 1, P ≈ Π and

1

l

dl

dt
= φθ [Π− Y/θ]+ . (2.11)
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This demonstrates how the cell acts as an osmotic pump. Provided salts can be concentrated sufficiently
(increasing the osmotic pressure Π), then water is drawn quickly into the cell, increasing its volume. Lock-
hart’s model treats growth as a visco-plastic process, with molecular bonds being broken irreversibly in the
cell wall to allow its elongation. The assumption that the wall thickness h remains constant as the cell
elongates implicitly accounts for active metabolic processes that deliver new material to the cell wall (which
would be expected to thin as it stretches), allowing the wall to maintain its thickness as it expands. The
coupling between water fluxes and growth is examined in [15].

Finally, in some circumstances it is helpful to incorporate the elastic response of the cell as well, in which
case (2.3) leads to

1

l

dl

dt
= φθ [Π− Y/θ]+ + θE−1 dΠ

dt
. (2.12)

Equivalently, following (2.4),

ee = Πθ/E, ėg = φE [ee − eY ]+ , e = ee + eg, (2.13)

where the yield strain is eY = Y/E. If one introduces l̄ as the length the cell would take due to growth
alone, a variation of this model has

ee = Πθ/E, ˙̄l/l̄ = φE [ee − eY ]+ , l = ee l̄. (2.14)

We will see later how this model is formulated in 3D.

3 One-dimensional models for elongation of slender tissues

Roots and shoots can be long and slender, encouraging the use of a spatially 1D description. Let’s consider
how to model a line of elongating cells, moving from a discrete description of individual cells formulated as
sets of ODEs to a continuous description formulated using PDEs. An early treatment of this problem was
given by [53].

3.1 A continuous model for primary root growth

A primary root has a meristem at its tip, in which cell division and differentiation take place. Immediately
behind the meristem is an elongation zone (EZ), in which tightly adherent cells lengthen rapidly before
maturing. In this simple treatment, we will assume no cell division takes place in the EZ. In the frame of
reference of the root tip, there is a flux of cells through the EZ in the shootwards direction, leaving the EZ
at some speed v∞. Mature cells are stationary with respect to the plant and its environment, implying that
in this frame of reference the elongation zone and meristem propagate downwards through soil at speed
v∞.

Let x measure distance along a line of root cells, measured from the meristem. We suppose cells are
introduced at x = 0 through a process of cell division. Let cell j occupy Xj+1(t) < x < Xj(t), so that it
has length Lj = Xj −Xj+1. Its speed with respect to the meristem is Vj = 1

2(Ẋj + Ẋj+1). (It is convenient
to label cells entering the tissue with increasing values of j.) We assume each cell undergoes elongation
according to a Lockhart law before maturing at the downstream end of an elongation zone. If cells enter
the domain with fixed period c, then the tissue will appear stationary when viewed through a stroboscope
with the same period, i.e. Xj(t) = Xj+1(t+ c), as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The trajectories of cell vertices are shown in a space-time plot in Fig. 3. Horizontal distances between
the curves show increasing cell lengths. The slope of each curve diminishes with respect to x, reflecting
increasing speed with respect to the meristem. To understand how spatial observations reveal the time-
evolution of individual cells, we approximate the discrete model for individual cells as a continuous model
for a tissue.
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j
<latexit sha1_base64="j29qw8/9djkrDgesMyFEbAesdjs=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR2aGBgdnYzM2tCNnyBFw8a49VP8ubfOMAeFKykk0pVd7q7glhwbVz328ltbe/s7uX3CweHR8cnxdOzlo4SxbDJIhGpTkA1Ci6xabgR2IkV0jAQ2A6m9wu//YRK80g+mlmMfkhHkg85o8ZKjUm/WHLL7hJkk3gZKUGGer/41RtELAlRGiao1l3PjY2fUmU4Ezgv9BKNMWVTOsKupZKGqP10eeicXFllQIaRsiUNWaq/J1Iaaj0LA9sZUjPW695C/M/rJmZY9VMu48SgZKtFw0QQE5HF12TAFTIjZpZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03BhuCtv7xJWpWyd1OuNG5LtWoWRx4u4BKuwYM7qMED1KEJDBCe4RXenInz4rw7H6vWnJPNnMMfOJ8/z02M6A==</latexit>

j � 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Dk4xc3v3eqKPAJTVusZ48BOAWVg=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbAbBXMMePEY0TwgWcLspDcZMzu7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGNzO/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+8cLr1csuWV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxp9QZTgTOC10U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/cn81Ck5s0qfhLGyJQ2Zq78nJjTSehwFtjOiZqiXvZn4n9dJTVj1J1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Wa7cXZVq1SyOPJzAKZyDB9dQg1uoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4AqJ+NWg==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="0iumNtECVzyw+TLVKInewBD4uW4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWML9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmzjVjLdYLGPdDajhUijeQoGSdxPNaRRI3gkmd3O/88S1EbF6wGnC/YiOlAgFo2ilJg5KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0ogrZJIa0/PcBP2MahRM8lmxnxqeUDahI96zVNGIGz9bHDojl1YZkjDWthSShfp7IqORMdMosJ0RxbFZ9ebif14vxbDmZ0IlKXLFlovCVBKMyfxrMhSaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytBmU7QheKsvr5N2teJdV6rNm3K9lsdRgHO4gCvw4BbqcA8NaAEDDs/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9YNJ585gz9wPn8A3nWM8g==</latexit>

t + c
<latexit sha1_base64="kqx7Vz8EbHRTPKZWAgewxA80sEI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmqYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4ZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHvCS9Utlt+LOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyabGXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfFsOZnQiUpcsUWi8JUEozJ7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTtCF4yy+vkla14l1VqvfX5Xotj6MAp3AGF+DBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwAAqI2U</latexit>

M
er

is
te

m
<latexit sha1_base64="QNsh5zRCW2vBV2Gbrc2+viw2NO4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iYcqAjY0QwXxAcoS9zVyyZG/v3N0TwpE/YWOhiK1/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80tZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5Gbud55QaR7LBzNN0I/oSPKQM2qs1L1DZXdgNChX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1vcOyMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhHU/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzJ8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiISjYEb/XlddKuVb2rau2+VmnU8ziKcAbncAkeXEMDbqEJLWAg4Ble4c15dF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wcx2pAI</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="Ew+dF8mmpKe1FLoPcWDYLY2EltY=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKkxaH3VXcOOygn1AG8pkOmmHTiZhZiKU0F9w40IRt/6QO//GJI2gogcuHM65l3vv8SLBtcH4wyqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Drg5jRVmHhiJUfY9oJrhkHcONYP1IMRJ4gvW82XXm9+6Z0jyUd2YeMTcgE8l9TonJpKGMK6NqDdvn2Lm6wAjbOEdOmk7DQU6h1KBAe1R9H45DGgdMGiqI1gMHR8ZNiDKcCraoDGPNIkJnZMIGKZUkYNpN8lsX6CRVxsgPVVrSoFz9PpGQQOt54KWdATFT/dvLxL+8QWz8pptwGcWGSbpc5McCmRBlj6MxV4waMU8JoYqntyI6JYpQk8aThfD1KfqfdOu207Drt2e1VrOIowxHcAyn4MAltOAG2tABClN4gCd4tgLr0XqxXpetJauYOYQfsN4+AcP3jgc=</latexit>

Figure 2: Cells at time t (top) and at time t + c (bottom), where c is the division time over which a new
cell enters the domain, in the frame of reference of the meristem (left) from which the cells emerge. Mature
elongated cells exit the domain at the right. x measures distance from the meristem; ν is a variable counting
(and anchored to) cells, increasing in the opposite direction.

If the cell length and speed vary sufficiently smoothly with respect to j, we can imagine interpolating
the discrete functions Lj and Vj with smooth analogues l(ν, t) and v(ν, t), where ν is a Lagrangian
variable such that l(j, t) = Lj(t) and v(j, t) = Vj(t). The location of cell vertices is x(j, t) = Xj(t).
Approximating differences with derivatives, so that

∂x

∂ν

∣∣∣∣
t

≈ Xj+1 −Xj , c
∂x

∂t

∣∣∣∣
ν

≈ Xj(t+ c)−Xj(t), (3.1)

we have (to leading order)

l = −∂x
∂ν
, v =

∂x

∂t
, c

∂x

∂t
+
∂x

∂ν
= 0. (3.2)

We see immediately that l = cv, i.e. that the length of a cell is directly related to its speed. It also
follows via careful use of the chain rule that

∂v

∂x

∣∣∣∣
t

=
∂v/∂ν

∂x/∂ν
=
∂2x/∂ν∂t

−l =
1

l

∂l

∂t

∣∣∣∣
ν

≈ L̇j
Lj
. (3.3)

Eq. (3.3) shows that the RER of individual cells is related to the spatial velocity gradient of the tissue,
which can be measured from an image via (∂l/∂x)|t/c. Call this G(x), say (this was measured, for example,
by [3]). Eq. (3.3) also shows how the velocity gradient can be written ḞF−1, where F = ∂x/∂ν is a form of
deformation gradient.

Noting that spatial hormone distributions (of auxin in particular) regulate cell expansion, we can model
growth directly in a continuous framework using position-dependent functions of extensibility and yield,
which we encompass in an RER distribution G(x) (Fig. 3). We can integrate ∂v/∂x = G(x) to recover
v(x) = v0 +

∫ x
0 G(x′) dx′ and l(x) = cv, where l0 = cv0 is the length of cells where they enter the domain.

G(x) is a hump-like function [9], confined (by definition) to an elongation zone (0 < x < L, say). Mature
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="xcEcXqsJ7+2Szq6pYPpZ3bUxu6k=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMV+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVhK/4EXD4p49R9589+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfjm8xvP3JtRKwecJJwP6JDJULBKFrp/qnYL5XdijsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0p1SjYJLPir3U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz40/mlM3JulQEJY21LIZmrvyemNDJmEgW2M6I4MsteJv7ndVMMa/5UqCRFrthiUZhKgjHJ3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbThZCN7yy6ukVa14l5Xq3VW5XsvjKMApnMEFeHANdbiFBjSBQQjP8Apvzth5cd6dj0XrmpPPnMAfOJ8/GRiNCg==</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="vOLQT4e4EUqM18XE4vUxXwtmc6o=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD1galCtu1V2ArBMvJxXI0RyUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzUj81PKFsQke8Z6miETd+trh0Ri6sMiRhrG0pJAv190RGI2OmUWA7I4pjs+rNxf+8Xoph3c+ESlLkii0XhakkGJP522QoNGcop5ZQpoW9lbAx1ZShDWcegrf68jpp16reVbV2f11p1PM4inAG53AJHtxAA+6gCS1gEMIzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHEwSNBg==</latexit>

l0
<latexit sha1_base64="x0gkRgppY7NdW9qykHXhV1otRbM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3dJeef/g8Oi4cnLa1nGqGPosFrHqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqKQRqHATji9y/3OEyrNY/loZgkGER1LPuKMGiv5RAzc8qBSdWvuAmSdeAWpQoHWoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NTJBRZTgTOC/3U40JZVM6xp6lkkaog2xx7JxcWmVIRrGyJQ1ZqL8nMhppPYtC2xlRM9GrXi7+5/VSM2oEGZdJalCy5aJRKoiJSf45GXKFzIiZJZQpbm8lbEIVZcbmk4fgrb68Ttr1mnddqz/cVJuNIo4SnMMFXIEHt9CEe2iBDww4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9l64ZTzJzBHzifP4Eljcs=</latexit>

�l0
<latexit sha1_base64="M8N3pzkbya2utxi5zjmuzkAl2c0=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYI8FLx4r2A9sQ9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbjO/88S1EbF6wGnC/YiOlAgFo2ilx37AkRI5cEuDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YszTiCpmkxvQ8N0F/RjUKJvm81E8NTyib0BHvWapoxI0/W1w8JxdWGZIw1rYUkoX6e2JGI2OmUWA7I4pjs+pl4n9eL8Ww7s+ESlLkii0XhakkGJPsfTIUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQhpSF4K2+vE7atap3Va3dX1ca9TyOIpzBOVyCBzfQgDtoQgsYKHiGV3hzjPPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz9DnY/1</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="m/xxJ4kD8ilb27fTo7Ez4e1Q0yQ=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR26IWR2dnNzKyREL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj27nffkSleSzvzSRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46lfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNWai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU1Y9adcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03BhuCtvrxOWpWyd1WuNK5LtWoWRx7O4BwuwYMbqMEd1KEJDBCe4RXenAfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AOSFjPY=</latexit>

G
<latexit sha1_base64="e4O/Y+nYG1oOjAf5mA3yoRiJ49s=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0/iEm8BD3pMwCyQDKGn05O06Vno7hHCkC/w4kERr36SN//GzmQEFX1Q8Hiviqp6Xiy40hh/WEvLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/raJEUtaikYhk1yOKCR6yluZasG4sGQk8wTre5Grud+6ZVDwKb/U0Zm5ARiH3OSXaSM3rQamM7TPsXJ5jhG2cISM1p+ogJ1fKkKMxKL33hxFNAhZqKohSPQfH2k2J1JwKNiv2E8ViQidkxHqGhiRgyk2zQ2fo2ChD5EfSVKhRpn6fSEmg1DTwTGdA9Fj99ubiX14v0X7NTXkYJ5qFdLHITwTSEZp/jYZcMqrF1BBCJTe3IjomklBtsimaEL4+Rf+TdsV2qnaleVqu1/I4CnAIR3ACDlxAHW6gAS2gwOABnuDZurMerRfrddG6ZOUzB/AD1tsny7qM5w==</latexit>

v/v0, l/l0
<latexit sha1_base64="70FGo39IgVznvLtzqVITXyy/RYE=">AAAB83icdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4kKQnbvEW8OIxglkgGYaeTk/SpGehuycQhvyGFw+KePVnvPk3dpIRouiDgsd7VVTV82LBlcb408qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DlooSSVmTRiKSHY8oJnjImpprwTqxZCTwBGt7o9uZ3x4zqXgUPuhJzJyADELuc0q0kXrjytjFZ0hUhIvdYgmX8RxoiVxi++bKRnamlCBDwy1+9PoRTQIWaiqIUl0bx9pJidScCjYt9BLFYkJHZMC6hoYkYMpJ5zdP0YlR+siPpKlQo7m6PJGSQKlJ4JnOgOih+u3NxL+8bqL9mpPyME40C+likZ8IpCM0CwD1uWRUi4khhEpubkV0SCSh2sRUMCF8f4r+J61q2T4vV+8vSvVaFkcejuAYTsGGa6jDHTSgCRRieIRneLES68l6td4WrTkrmzmEH7DevwBY+JCO</latexit>

Xj(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="yRUMMhrzZtPyyC55pNSBIAtzp+4=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJexGwRwDXjxGMA9IljA7mU0mmd1ZZnqFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9djY2t7Z3dnN7+f2Dw6Pjwslp06hUM95gSirdDqjhUsS8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWM7+Z+64lrI1T8iJOE+xEdxCIUjKKVmu3eqIRXvULRLbsLkHXiZaQIGeq9wle3r1ga8RiZpMZ0PDdBf0o1Cib5LN9NDU8oG9MB71ga04gbf7q4dkYurdInodK2YiQL9ffElEbGTKLAdkYUh2bVm4v/eZ0Uw6o/FXGSIo/ZclGYSoKKzF8nfaE5QzmxhDIt7K2EDammDG1AeRuCt/ryOmlWyt51ufJwU6xVszhycA4XUAIPbqEG91CHBjAYwTO8wpujnBfn3flYtm442cwZ/IHz+QPNKI6W</latexit>

Xj+1(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="CWnb9fli+mhQ8FjEKg3zEuUb0VI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQEUpSBXssePFYwX5gG8pmu2nXbjZhdyKU0H/hxYMiXv033vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbm+bHgGh3n28qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlo4SRVmTRiJSHZ9oJrhkTeQoWCdWjIS+YG1/fDPz209MaR7Je5zEzAvJUPKAU4JGeuj008cLd1rG836x5FScOexV4makBBka/eJXbxDRJGQSqSBad10nRi8lCjkVbFroJZrFhI7JkHUNlSRk2kvnF0/tM6MM7CBSpiTac/X3REpCrSehbzpDgiO97M3E/7xugkHNS7mME2SSLhYFibAxsmfv2wOuGEUxMYRQxc2tNh0RRSiakAomBHf55VXSqlbcy0r17qpUr2Vx5OEETqEMLlxDHW6hAU2gIOEZXuHN0taL9W59LFpzVjZzDH9gff4AbvKQEg==</latexit>

EZ
<latexit sha1_base64="ANKlnLC5Hr+AlDl81oxsBruC5Ho=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkk92GNBBI9V7Ae2oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mr2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFK9zeP/VLZrbhzkFXi5aQMORr90ldvELM04gqZpMZ0PTdBP6MaBZN8WuylhieUjemQdy1VNOLGz+aXTsm5VQYkjLUthWSu/p7IaGTMJApsZ0RxZJa9mfif100xrPmZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOEUbQje8surpFWteJeV6l21XK/lcRTgFM7gAjy4gjrcQgOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPH0Q5jSU=</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="JW0tVOQ7yrBWPVxlkrlCPcmPnkk=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRpaOuu4MZlC/YBbSiT6aQdO3kwMxFK6Be4caGIWz/JnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vv8RPOpLKsD6Owsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PujJOBaEdEvNY9H0sKWcR7SimOO0nguLQ57Tnz65zv3dPhWRxdKvmCfVCPIlYwAhWWmqTUblimVeNmuPWkGVaVt127Jw4dbfqIlsrOSqwRmtUfh+OY5KGNFKEYykHtpUoL8NCMcLpojRMJU0wmeEJHWga4ZBKL1seukAXWhmjIBa6IoWW6veJDIdSzkNfd4ZYTeVvLxf/8gapChpexqIkVTQiq0VBypGKUf41GjNBieJzTTARTN+KyBQLTJTOpqRD+PoU/U+6jmlXTaftVpqNdRxFOINzuAQb6tCEG2hBBwhQeIAneDbujEfjxXhdtRaM9cwp/IDx9gkkz40j</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="U1G4JMjZYSE7Xng9S5gQSsRZ408=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxUwS4Lbly4qGAf0BlKJs20oZlMSDJCGfobblwo4tafceffmGlnoa0HAodz7uWenFBypo3rfjuljc2t7Z3ybmVv/+DwqHp80tVJqgjtkIQnqh9iTTkTtGOY4bQvFcVxyGkvnN7mfu+JKs0S8WhmkgYxHgsWMYKNlXw/xmZCMM/u55VhtebW3QXQOvEKUoMC7WH1yx8lJI2pMIRjrQeeK02QYWUY4XRe8VNNJSZTPKYDSwWOqQ6yReY5urDKCEWJsk8YtFB/b2Q41noWh3Yyz6hXvVz8zxukJmoGGRMyNVSQ5aEo5cgkKC8AjZiixPCZJZgoZrMiMsEKE2NrykvwVr+8TrqNundVbzxc11rNoo4ynME5XIIHN9CCO2hDBwhIeIZXeHNS58V5dz6WoyWn2DmFP3A+fwC365Fw</latexit>

Figure 3: The elongation zone (EZ) along a root (between vertical dotted lines) is characterised by a region
of positive RER, indicated by the function G(x), where x measures distance from the meristem. Cells enter
the EZ at length l0, speed v0 at rate c and leave with length βl0 and speed βv0, where the amplification
factor β satisfies (3.4). The space-time diagram shows cell vertex locations Xj(t). The vertical red line
indicates how Xj(t) = Xj+1(t+ c).

cells leave the elongation zone with length βl0 where

β = 1 +
c

l0

∫ L

0
G(x′) dx′. (3.4)

In a root, mature cells are stationary with respect to the surrounding soil, implying that the speed with
which the root tip penetrates the soil is βv0 = βl0/c. In Arabidopsis, β can be as large as 30 [9].

Finally, the evolution of a scalar field m(x, t) within individual cells satisfies

∂m

∂t

∣∣∣∣
ν

=
∂m

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

+
∂m

∂x

∣∣∣∣
ν

∂x

∂ν
=
∂m

∂t
+ v

∂m

∂x
, (3.5)

which students of fluid mechanics will recognise as a material or Lagrangian derivative. This is equivalent
to evaluating dm/dt along the characteristic dx/dt = v. The cell vertex locations in Fig. 3 illustrate the
characteristics. A little algebra shows that the cell density, ρ = 1/l, satisfies

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(ρv) = 0, (3.6)

which is equivalent to the mass conservation equation for a compressible flow in one dimension. This
demonstrates that the cell flux in the frame of the root tip is ρv (which is a constant, 1/c in the present
simple example). In the presence of cell division, (3.6) would be supplemented by a source term on its
right-hand-side.
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3.2 Growth against an external load

As an illustration, working on the assumption that spatial hormone patterns regulate cell extensibility and
yield, making φ = φ(x) and Y = Y (x) in (2.11), the steady cell length distribution can be calculated
from

1

c

dl

dx
= φ(x)θ [Π− Σ− Y (x)/θ]+ . (3.7)

Here the term Σ has been added to represent the compressive stress that runs along a line of cells that are
expanding against an axial load imposed at the tip of the organ (e.g. a primary root), neglecting other loads
on the cells. A crude model of an elongation zone has Y = Y0 in 0 < x < L and Y = Y1 in x > L, where
Y0 is sufficiently small to allow growth but Y1 is sufficiently large to suppress growth. Then, assuming cells
grow from length l0 at x = 0 to their mature length βl0 at x = L, where they move at speed v∞ with respect
to the meristem, it follows that

v∞ =
βl0
c

= v0 + θ

[
Π− Σ− Y0

θ

]
Φ, where Φ =

∫ L

0
φ(x) dx. (3.8)

Assuming mature cells are stationary with respect to their environment (soil or agar), then the meristem
moves with speed v∞ with respect to the environment. Eq. (3.8) illustrates how the speed of the root tip is
determined by the collective expansion of all the cells in the EZ. If this motion induces a drag Σ = kv∞ for
some k > 0, then

v∞ =
l0/c+ [Πθ − Y0] Φ

1 + θkΦ
. (3.9)

This expression illustrates how growth rates may be suppressed by an environmental drag k via passive
mechanical resistance; the drag may also induce actively regulated changes of growth rate via thigmotropic
or touch-sensitive responses.

4 Quasi-1D models for bending of slender tissues

Previously, we scaled up the stress/strain-rate relation for a cell wall (2.7) to a single cell (2.11), introducing
the geometric parameter θ. Let us now repeat the exercise for multiple cells in a root cross-section (Fig. 4).
We idealise it as a set of cell walls under tension containing cytoplasm under turgor pressure P ≡ Π.
Integration of a force balance across the whole root cross section [24] (assuming no external load on the
root) gives

PA = 〈Y 〉+

〈
1

φ
RERcell

〉
, for PA > 〈Y 〉, (4.1)

balancing the total force due to turgor with the net tension induced in walls, modelled by (2.7). Here angle
brackets denote integration along slender cell walls, accounting for variable wall thickness if necessary; in
the single-cell example above, for example, 〈Y 〉 was expressed as phY . A is the root cross-sectional area and
turgor is assumed uniform across the root. Suppose all cells elongate at the same rate, i.e. with the same
RER. Then

RER =
1

〈φ−1〉(PA− 〈Y 〉), for PA > 〈Y 〉, (4.2)

defining the effective extensibility 〈φ−1〉−1 and yield 〈Y 〉 of the cross-section. This is the Lockhart equation
once more, now upscaled (or homogenized) for a complete root cross-section. An immediate consequence is
that the peripheral (epidermal) cells have the greatest contribution to 〈φ−1〉 and 〈Y 〉, by virtue of having
the largest length of cell walls of all layers [24].

If material properties vary slightly across the root cross-section, then there may be a slight gradient in RER
across the cross section, inducing bending of the root centreline. Let f measure perpendicular distance
from a diameter across the root (Fig. 4), such that the diameter is parallel to the axis of curvature of the
root. Then geometry (see box below) tells us that RERcell ≈ RER + CGRf , where curvature growth rate
CGR = dκ/dt for a root segment. A moment balance across the cross-section, assuming no external couple
on the root (multiply (4.1) by f and integrate over the cross-section, [24]) reveals that

−
〈
f2

φ

〉
CGR = 〈fY 〉+

〈
f

φ

〉
RER− P

∫
fdA, for PA > 〈Y 〉. (4.3)
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Figure 4: A cross-section of an Arabidopsis primary root (top, left) and an idealised representation of the
five cell layers (right) (adapted from [24]). In a tropic response, material properties on one side of the root
are altered with respect to the other, inducing bending of the root centreline by differential expansion. The
red line indicates the axis around which the root bends and f measures perpendicular distance from this
line. A transverse view of the root (bottom, left) shows how the elongation rate is greater on the outer bend
(f > 0) than the inner bend (f < 0); κ−1 is the local radius of curvature.

This shows how asymmetries in yield, extensibility and turgor can each generate curvature of the struc-
ture.

A short segment of root, with centreline arclength δ0 and curvature κ, subtends an angle ψ at its centre
of curvature, a distance 1/κ from the centreline. Thus ψ = δ0/(1/κ) = κδ0. The arclength δ through the
segment a radial distance f from the centreline subtends the same angle ψ. Thus κδ0 = δ/[(1/κ) + f ]
and so δ = δ0(1+κf). Assuming δ0 and κ are functions of time, and that κf � 1, then δ̇/δ = δ̇0/δ0 +κ̇f ,
i.e. RERcell = RER + CGRf for a cell a distance f from the centreline of the segment.

Equation (4.3) shows how transverse gradients in φ are amplified by stretching to induce bending.
Considering this effect in isolation, we can write dκ/dt = A0RER for the root segment, where A0

characterises the material asymmetry in extensibility across the root. If the curvature remains sufficiently
weak, we may define distance along the structure with arclength s instead of linear distance x, but still
exploit the 1D model derived in §3. From (3.5), we may write the CGR as a material derivative, so
that

∂κ

∂t
+ v

∂κ

∂s
= A0

dv

ds
, (4.4)

showing how curvature of a root segment is amplified by stretching as it is swept through the elongation
zone.

We can then write down a simple model of root gravitropism. Let θ0 be the angle of the root tip to
the vertical and θ∞ the angle of root to the vertical at the top of the elongation zone (Fig. 4). Then

θ∞ = θ0 +
∫ L

0 κds. Assuming mature cells are immobile with respect to their surroundings, that there
are no external forces constraining lateral motions of the elongation zone, and that the gravitropic signal
is communicated rapidly (by auxin transport) to tissues in comparison to the timescale for growth, then
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a model for the gravitropic response of the root is

∂κ

∂t
+ v

∂κ

∂s
= β

dv

ds
sin

[
θ∞ −

∫ L

0
κds

]
,

dθ∞
dt

= −κ∞v∞ (4.5)

where (4.5) must be solved with κ(0, t) = 0 to determine κ(L, t) ≡ κ∞. Here β is a parameter that
measures the degree of asymmetry induced by the gravitropic signal, arising from gravity sensing at the
root tip. The path of the root tip with respect to the surroundings is determined by the evolution of
θ∞ as tissue is steadily extruded from the elongation zone at axial speed v∞. The full dynamics of this
model await investigation; the constraints of the environment on the root’s motion are an important
omission.

The simple model (4.5) is a variant of the famous ‘sine law’ model for shoot gravitropism, which takes the
form ∂κ/∂t = −β sin θ − γκ, where κ = ∂θ/∂s [6, 7]. The β term reflects the local response to the gravity
stimulus that takes place in the shoot (the advective derivative has been neglected). The γ term models
proprioception, an inherent tendency of the organ to straighten.

5 Constitutive models for 3D anisotropic growing materials

To generalise the simple constitutive models of §2 from one to three spatial dimensions, at either the cell
or tissue level, we must reformulate them using tensor calculus. Let us first briefly review descriptions of
materials that have linear constitutive laws. We write stress as the symmetric tensor σ = σT (where T
denotes transpose) such that the (vector) force per unit area acting on a surface with unit normal n is σ ·n.
A small deformation u is characterised by strain e = 1

2(∇⊗ u+ (∇⊗ u)T ). An incompressible material has
∇ · u = tr(e) = 0 (where tr denotes trace), implying that material elements do not change volume.

To clarify notation, vectors are represented as 3×1 column vectors with respect to Cartesian coordinates,
and tensors as 3×3 matrices. ∇ is the spatial gradient operator, and can be written (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z)T

or (∂/∂x1, ∂/∂x2, ∂/∂x3)T . The dot product of two vectors a = (a1, a2, a3)T and b = (b1, b2, b3)T is
a · b = aTb = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3. Thus if u = (u1, u2, u3), then ∇ · u = ∂u1/∂x1 + ∂u2/∂x2 + ∂u3/∂x3.
The outer product ⊗ is defined such that {a⊗ b}ij ≡ {abT }ij = aibj for i and j taking values 1, 2 and
3, and (a⊗ b)T = (abT )T = baT = b⊗ a.

In linear elasticity, we assume a linear relation between stress and strain, of the form σ = C : e, where C is
a fourth order stiffness tensor. (In terms of components, σij =

∑
k,l Cijklekl.) For a homogeneous isotropic

material (a very poor description of plant tissues), C is characterised by just two parameters (despite having
81 components), the elastic Lamé constants λ and µ.

Using index notation, using symmetry and related arguments, it can be shown that

Cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk) (5.1)

where δij = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise, giving σ = λI tr(e) + 2µe, where I is the second-order identity
tensor. In the incompressible limit, λ → ∞ and tr(e) → 0 with their product remaining finite, in the
form of a Lagrange multiplier (−p, a pressure). In this case, stress and strain are related in 3D by

σ = −pI + 2µe, (5.2)

with µ sometimes termed the shear modulus. To illustrate how this generalises the 1D model presented
in §2.1, consider an incompressible rod undergoing uniaxial extension, with u = α(zẑ− 1

2xx̂− 1
2yŷ), so

that e = α(ẑ⊗ ẑ− 1
2 x̂⊗ x̂− 1

2 ŷ ⊗ ŷ). The transverse components of stress (in the x and y directions)
vanish if p = −µα, in which case the axial (z) component of stress is 3µα. Thus we recover the
1D description of linear elasticity, with a linear relation between axial stress and axial strain α, with
coefficient E = 3µ.
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An incompressible isotropic viscous material with a linear stress/strain-rate relation (i.e. a Newtonian fluid)
satisfies a relation analogous to that of an incompressible elastic material, namely σ = −pI + 2µė, where
now µ is a viscosity and ė is a rate-of-strain tensor, defined in terms of the velocity field v as ė = 1

2(∇ ⊗
v + (∇⊗ v)T ) with ∇ · v = 0. Pressure p appears again as an isotropic component of the stress, ensuring
incompressibility.

5.1 Anisotropy

The plant cell wall can be modelled as a composite fibre-reinforced material, having cellulose microfibrils
embedded in a pectin matrix. The anisotropic structure of the cell wall, combined with the orientation of cell
walls within a tissue, are crucial to the plant’s ability to alter its shape in order to adapt to its environment.
It is instructive to examine the form of the elastic stiffness tensor for a segment of cell wall, treating it as a
thin sheet (so using a 2D approximation). Let a be a unit vector in the fibre direction, lying in the plane of
the sheet, and assume all fibres are locally parallel (an over-simplification). The material is then considered
to be transversely isotropic, requiring us to distinguish quantities aligned in the fibre direction (‖) from
those in the perpendicular direction within the plane of the sheet (⊥).

Consider small deformations, for which the stress–strain relation remains linear (for more general nonlinear
theory see [35]). We define the structure tensor A = a ⊗ a, the strain magnitude in the fibre direction
e‖ = a · e · a, and the strain in the fibre direction ea = (e · a)⊗ a + a⊗ (e · a). Then, in the incompressible
limit, the stiffness tensor can be reduced (using symmetry and related arguments [57]) to

σ = −pI + µ2e‖A + 2µ⊥ (e− ea) + 2µsea. (5.3)

Thus in addition to the familiar stress components (−pI + 2µ⊥e) are additional contributions due to fibres,
involving two additional material parameters. We can interpret the constants by examining the stress–strain
relation in some special cases.

In a 2D plane containing the fibre direction, a local basis is provided by orthogonal unit vectors a and
b where a · b = 0, a · a = 1 and b · b = 1. Consider a 2D deformation with strain e = λ(a⊗ a− b⊗ b)
for some constant λ, implying extension in the fibre direction and compression orthogonal to this (with
no deformation in the direction normal to the wall, making this a plane strain approximation). Then
e‖ = λ, ea = λa ⊗ a is the tensile strain in the fibre direction, e − ea = −λb ⊗ b is the compressive
strain orthogonal to the fibres, and σ = −pI+ (µ2 + 2µs)ea + 2µ⊥(e− ea). For this deformation, reading
off the stresses in the ‖ and ⊥ directions, we see that the effective extensional stiffness in the fibre
direction is µ‖ = µs + 1

2µ2, while that perpendicular to the fibres is µ⊥. Likewise, a shear deformation,
for which e = γ(a ⊗ b + b ⊗ a) for some constant γ, has σ = −pI + 2µse, identifying µs as an elastic
shear modulus.

Typically, fibre-reinforced materials can be very stiff in the fibre direction, potentially restricting any stretch-
ing, so that µ‖ � µ⊥. This is a key property exploited by plant cell walls to avoid radial expansion while
allowing axial elongation. In the extreme limit, µ2 → ∞ and e‖ → 0 with their product remaining finite.
We can introduce a Lagrange multiplier T representing a tension induced in the fibres, giving

σ = −pI + TA + 2µ⊥(e− ea) + 2µsea. (5.4)

In this case, just two parameters, the matrix stiffness µ⊥ and shear stiffness µs, regulate the restricted
motion, and the induced tension T ensures no stretching in the fibre direction.

This approach has a direct analogue for anistropic fluid motion, for which µ2, µ⊥ and µs instead have
interpretations as viscosities [25]. Fluids have the advantage that a linear constitutive law can be used
to describe large deformations, but then the fibres will deform with the fluid. They evolve according
to

∂a

∂t
+ (v · ∇)a + ζa = (a · ∇)v (5.5)
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where ζ = 1
2a · (∇⊗v+ (∇⊗v)T ) ·a is the component of the rate-of-strain tensor in the fibre direction.

We recognise the first two terms as a material derivative; the remaining terms suppress stretching of a
by the flow, ensuring that a · a = 1 throughout.

So far, we have described the effects of a population of aligned fibres. For a material with fibre orientations
a(Ω) having a distribution ρ(Ω) over solid angle Ω, the stiffness tensor can have an isotropic component of
the form (5.1), plus an anisotropic component of the form

Cf = Yf

∫
A⊗ A ρ(Ω) dΩ (5.6)

for some stiffness parameter Yf . If the fibres lie in a plane, the integral is over the polar angle θ and six
independent components of Cf can be derived [19, 50].

In a 2D computational model of individual cells in an elongated tissue, Fozard et al. [30] combined a finite
element discretisation of an anisotropic linear constitutive law (5.3) for periclinal cells with a scalar Lockhart
model for anticlinal cells, to mimic root bending.

5.2 Growth in 3 dimensions

Large deformations require a nonlinear elastic theory, which brings further technical complications, many
of which are bypassed in the short account below. First, it is necessary to distinguish between a reference
(Lagrangian) state and a deformed state, with deformations described by a mapping between them. From
this one can define a deformation gradient F where dx = FdX or Fij = ∂xi/∂Xj . Here X labels material
points in the undeformed configuration and x(X, t) gives their location in the deformed state.

Within this framework, growth is described by considering two mappings: from the original state to an
intermediate (grown) state; and from the grown state to the physical state, accounting for elastic deforma-
tions. This decomposition [52, 54], which appears also in the theory of nonlinear plasticity, has deformation
gradient F = FeFg. Fg(t) represents time-dependent growth at some time t and Fe the instantaneous elastic
deformation that is required to accommodate an imposed load.

The velocity of a material particle is v = ẋ (for fixed X), so that the velocity gradient with respect
to Lagrangian variables is ∂v/∂X = (∂v/∂x)F but also ∂ẋ/∂X = Ḟ. Thus the velocity gradient with
respect to Eulerian variables is ḞF−1 = ∂v/∂x, generalising (3.3). In terms of the composite deformation,
ḞF−1 = FeḞgF

−1
g F−1

e . Here the Fe tensors are (in the jargon) pushing forward the velocity gradient in the

intermediate state to the current state, so we can identify ḞgF
−1
g as the velocity gradient of the unstressed

grown state. This is taken as the analogue of ėg in (2.14).

We can now see how the Lockhart model (2.3, 2.4) can be formulated for 3D anistropic materials,
although we will only touch on a few of the technical details, staying as close as possible to the simpler
models we have seen so far. Here we follow [12] and [50]. Considering first purely elastic deformations,
the second Piola–Kirchoff stress Se and the Lagrangian strain Ee = 1

2(FTe Fe − I) are related via a strain
energy function W as Se = ∂W/∂Ee. In general,W is a function of strain invariants, which may account
for anisotropy. A simpler approach uses the hyperelastic Hookean model W = 1

2Ee : C : Ee where C is a
4th-order stiffness tensor that accommodates anisotropy, so that Se = C : Ee and C = ∂2W/∂2Ee. This
is generalised to incorporate growth using

Ee = C−1 : Se ḞgF
−1
g = γ [Ee − EY ]+ (5.7)

for some constant γ. In terms of the driving stress Se, which depends on turgor, and yield stress S0,

ḞgF
−1
g = γ

[
C−1 : (Se − S0)

]
+
. (5.8)

Here the threshold term [·]+ (a tensor ramp function [50]) is a simplified version of more complex
plasticity approaches [12], such that for a tensor T decomposed into its eigenvalues λn and eigenvectors
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tn we have

T =

d∑

n=1

λntn ⊗ tn and [T]+ =

d∑

n=1

max (λn, 0) tn ⊗ tn. (5.9)

Note that in this model, a single stiffness tensor captures anisotropy both in the viscous creep (5.8) and
in the elastic response (5.7).

Boudon et al. [12] have implemented this model by resolving individual cell walls in a tissue using a 3D
finite-element discretisation. A similar framework was adopted in [13]. Models incoporating mechanical
feedback on growth are reviewed in [1].

6 Discrete modelling approaches for multicellular tissues

A popular class of models resolve the structure of individual cells in an inherently discrete formulation. This
approach can be computationally intensive but it avoids the requirement to average over cells in order to
describe a tissue, thereby resolving features that may be lost in spatial averaging. Furthermore, there is the
advantage that biochemical processes can be resolved in individual cells and coupled to mechanical processes
[21, 38, 55]. The continuum models of §5 are of sufficient complexity to require solution by (typically) a
finite-element method. There is a logic in identifying individual cells as natural “elements” in the spatial
discretisation. One can either take a top-down approach, projecting the bulk (averaged) description down
onto individual elements, or a bottom-up approach by defining the mechanical properties of each element
directly. The two approaches may not always be consistent, as the top-down description requires fields to
vary smoothly from cell to cell and may rest on ad hoc approximations that are not immediately related to
properties at the cell scale.

Cell geometry can be represented in various ways. A popular grid-based model is the Cellular Potts scheme,
where an individual cell is represented using sets of neighbouring elements on a fixed grid. Using a sufficiently
fine grid, this method will resolve elaborate cell shapes, albeit at high computational cost. At a much coarser
level, cell-centre models assign cells to a single spatial location and model cell-cell interactions. We focus
here on intermediate vertex-based descriptions, where a 2D (3D) cell is treated as a polygon (polyhedron),
allowing its shape to be defined economically by the location of its vertices. In 2D, a monolayer is represented
as a tiling of the plane by polygons; in 3D, a tissue is defined by space-filling polyhedra. The polygons need
not be regular or periodic. Growth and mechanics are simulated by deriving appropriate rules for the
motion of the vertices. For plant cells, which typically have a cytoplasm dominated by a large vacuole at
fixed turgor pressure, this is a natural approach as attention can be focused on the mechanically influential
cell walls.

Vertex-based models differ in their choice of constitutive assumption. One popular model assigns to each cell
a mechanical energy [27, 28, 46, 60], which can account for strain of individual cells and cell-cell adhesion.
The arrangement of cells in space is then determined by allowing cell configurations to adjust until the global
mechanical energy is minimized. Direct minimization identifies one or more equilibria (the system can be
“glassy” with a rough energy landscape, with different minima accessed from different initial conditions).
Alternatively a model for viscous dynamics is employed to track the unsteady evolution to an equilibrium.
Growth is modelled through cell expansion (for example via a Lockhart-based model, e.g. [30]) or through
cell division (requiring a model for cell cycling and division orientation, e.g. [34]).

6.1 The mechanical energy of a cell

Cell-based models typically rely on simple geometric invariants (the perimeter, surface area or volume of
a cell), defined with respect to ‘target’ values of each at which the corresponding energy contribution is
minimal. We illustrate this for a 2D layer of cells; generalisations to 3D follow naturally. The energy of a
single cell (labelled by i) is often written [27, 46, 58]

Ui = 1
2Ka(Ai −A0)2 + 1

2Kl(Li − L0)2, (6.1)
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where Ka and Kl are positive parameters. The first term describes the energy associated with the cell’s area
Ai (so that large Ka constrains Ai to remain close to a reference area A0), and so is a measure of the stiffness
of the cytoplasm. The second term characterises the energy associated with the cell’s perimeter, and its
deviation from a reference perimeter L0. Separately, the contributions define a pressure and a tension for
the cell defined by ∂Ui/∂Ai and ∂Ui/∂Li respectively:

Pi = Ka(Ai −A0), Ti = Kl(Li − L0). (6.2)

For a single cell, Ui might be minimized by a configuration in which Ai < A0 and Li > L0, with the
competition between bulk compression (Pi < 0) and peripheral tension (Ti > 0) giving the cell an intrinsic
rigidity (via so-called ‘tensegrity’). The energy of a tissue formed of confluent cells can then be written
U =

∑
i Ui; additional terms might measure the strength of adhesion between particular cell types.

Growth can be accommodated by allowing for cell expansion (varying A0 or L0) or by explicitly modelling
cell division. Conversely, the process of cell death and extrusion of an individual cell from the monolayer
can also be described. Both division and extrusion change the topology of the monolayer, by introducing
or removing cells. Cells may also undergo neighbour exchange (through a so-called T1 transition). This
reorganisation of the tissue is a microscopic manifestation of plasticity. It is a common feature of developing
animal tissues but less common in plants, where cells typically adhere tightly to their neighbours.

The strain energy of an elastic continuum is normally defined in terms of strain invariants, measuring the
deformation from a reference state, expressed in terms of eigenvalues of (say) the right Cauchy–Green
tensor FTF. For a growing elastic material, the elastic strains are measured relative to an evolving
intermediate state. The vertex-based model uses a formulation that is more directly interpretable in
terms of cellular quantities, namely cell area, cell perimeter and their target values.

Plant-specific variants of (6.1) include the following model for the superficial cells of the shoot apical meristem
[34]:

U =
∑

j∈walls

kw
2

(
Lj − L0

j

L0
w

)2

−
∑

i∈cells

ΠiAi −
∑

i∈cells

Pi,intVi, int . (6.3)

The first term describes tensile forces in anticlinal walls; the second describes forces normal to anticlinal
walls due to cell turgor pressure Πi (assumed uniform in all cells in [34]); the third represents pressure
from the underlying tissues, producing a force acting in the direction normal to the cell layer. Anistropy is
introduced by making anticlinal wall stiffness kw a function of orientation. Minimisation of U , by movement
of cell vertices, brings the cell layer to equilibrium; slower cell growth was implemented in [34] using a
Lockhart law

dL0
j

dt
= kg

(
Lj − L0

j

L0
j

− Tg
)

+

(6.4)

for some extensibility-like parameter kg and a yield strain Tg. For now, we restrict attention to the simpler
model (6.1). Related approaches include [16] (addressing turgor) and [42] (cell shape).

6.2 Cell topology and geometry

For large-scale discrete models, careful book-keeping is needed in order to keep track of relationships between
vertices, cell edges, cell faces, and so on as a tissue evolves. Here we briefly outline one approach to address
this, illustrating the approach in 2D.

An array of cells is defined in terms of a set of vertices (position vectors) rk, k = 1, . . . , Nv, a set of oriented
edges tj (of length lj = |tj |), j = 1, . . . , Ne and a set of oriented cell faces ai (of area Ai), 1 = 1, . . . , Nc

(Figs 5 and 6). Here rk and tj are vectors in a 2D (x, y) plane, while ai = Aiεi where εi represents a

rotation by ±π/2, i.e.

(
0 ∓1
±1 0

)
in terms of Cartesian coordinates. Orientations of edges and faces are

prescribed but arbitrary.

The topology of the monolayer (what connects with what) can be defined in terms of two incidence matrices
[32] (Fig. 5). A, with elements Ajk, is an Ne ×Nv matrix with elements 1 (or −1) when edge j is oriented
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8
<latexit sha1_base64="+MnREm3ch1mMVwmFmLZTyILdbHs=">AAAB6XicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbMxxs0t4MVjFPOAZAmzk9lkyOyDmVkhLPkDLx4U8eofefNvnE0iqGhBQ1HVTXeXnwiuNMYf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsqziVlLVoLGLZ9YligkespbkWrJtIRkJfsI4/ucr9zj2TisfRnZ4mzAvJKOIBp0Qb6dYtDkplbNfdGq5WELYxdiu4ZsgFdupOHTlGyVGGJZqD0nt/GNM0ZJGmgijVc3CivYxIzalgs2I/VSwhdEJGrGdoREKmvGx+6QydGmWIgliaijSaq98nMhIqNQ190xkSPVa/vVz8y+ulOnC9jEdJqllEF4uCVCAdo/xtNOSSUS2mhhAqubkV0TGRhGoTTh7C16fof9Ku2M65XbmplhvuMo4CHMMJnIEDl9CAa2hCCygE8ABP8GxNrEfrxXpdtK5Yy5kj+AHr7RMdSo0Q</latexit>

9
<latexit sha1_base64="H0cr/Y79oSOtufqJEjyycjvHJWg=">AAAB6XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuwiTWmuwKblxWsQ9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTIQS+gduXCji1j9y5984aSuo6IELh3Pu5d57wpQzpRH6sFZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b39ysFhWyWZJLRFEp7IbogV5UzQlmaa024qKY5DTjvh5KrwO/dUKpaIOz1NaRDjkWARI1gb6dYvDypVZPteHdVciGyEPBfVDblAju/40DFKgSpYojmovPeHCcliKjThWKmeg1Id5FhqRjidlfuZoikmEzyiPUMFjqkK8vmlM3hqlCGMEmlKaDhXv0/kOFZqGoemM8Z6rH57hfiX18t05AU5E2mmqSCLRVHGoU5g8TYcMkmJ5lNDMJHM3ArJGEtMtAmnCOHrU/g/abu2c267N7Vqw1vGUQLH4AScAQdcgga4Bk3QAgRE4AE8gWdrYj1aL9bronXFWs4cgR+w3j4BHs+NEQ==</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="zEyWgxhqtiyIBC2/Th2UahaYB30=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8LbNrjMkt4MVjRPOAZAmzk9lkyOyDmVkhLPkELx4U8eoXefNvnE0iqGhBQ1HVTXeXnwiuNMYf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsqziVlLVoLGLZ9YligkespbkWrJtIRkJfsI4/ucr9zj2TisfRnZ4mzAvJKOIBp0Qb6dbBxUGpjO16rYorLsI2xjUXVw25wE7dqSPHKDnKsERzUHrvD2OahizSVBCleg5OtJcRqTkVbFbsp4olhE7IiPUMjUjIlJfNT52hU6MMURBLU5FGc/X7REZCpaahbzpDosfqt5eLf3m9VAc1L+NRkmoW0cWiIBVIxyj/Gw25ZFSLqSGESm5uRXRMJKHapJOH8PUp+p+0Xds5t92bSrlRW8ZRgGM4gTNw4BIacA1NaAGFETzAEzxbwnq0XqzXReuKtZw5gh+w3j4BgK6NQw==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="wmz4C052tCENeC454UE+vamNciA=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU0mq2O2t4MVjFWsL7VKyabYNzX6QZIWy9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2baCij4YeLw3w8w8P5FCG4w/nMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j+403GqGG+zWMaq61PNpYh42wgjeTdRnIa+5B1/cpn7nXuutIijWzNNuBfSUSQCwaix0g0pDcoVXMUYE0JQTkj9AlvSaLg14iKSWxYVWKI1KL/3hzFLQx4ZJqnWPYIT42VUGcEkn5X6qeYJZRM64j1LIxpy7WXzS2foxCpDFMTKVmTQXP0+kdFQ62no286QmrH+7eXiX14vNYHrZSJKUsMjtlgUpBKZGOVvo6FQnBk5tYQyJeytiI2poszYcPIQvj5F/5O7WpWcVWvX55Wmu4yjCEdwDKdAoA5NuIIWtIFBAA/wBM/OxHl0XpzXRWvBWc4cwg84b5/6HIz5</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="VFopGQ5lWzOm71KlnWlauSb5/FQ=">AAAB6XicdVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9msYre3ghePVawttEvJptk2NJtdkqxQSv+BFw+KePUfefPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdD6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP7nSSKcpaNBGJ6oREM8ElaxluBOukipE4FKwdji9zv33PlOaJvDWTlAUxGUoecUqMlW68Ur9ccauu62KMUU5w7cK1pF73PewjnFsWFVii2S+/9wYJzWImDRVE6y52UxNMiTKcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6lkoSMx1M55fO0IlVBihKlC1p0Fz9PjElsdaTOLSdMTEj/dvLxb+8bmYiP5hymWaGSbpYFGUCmQTlb6MBV4waMbGEUMXtrYiOiCLU2HDyEL4+Rf+TO6+Kz6re9Xml4S/jKMIRHMMpYKhBA66gCS2gEMEDPMGzM3YenRfnddFacJYzh/ADztsn+6GM+g==</latexit>

A =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 �1
1 �1

1 �1
1 �1

1 �1
�1 1

�1 1
1 �1

1 �1
1 �1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="PFvUuN5Fcn6l3XwQYE4agz21gaU=">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</latexit>

B =

✓
1 1 1 �1 1

1 1 1 �1 �1 �1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="xytiBUXv5FLaIvslmL/a5k2MYJk=">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</latexit>

Vertices
<latexit sha1_base64="UTqxYePaQIz+ZNpYthdhLQqZ4Q0=">AAAB73icdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmaSg8kt4MVjBLNAMoSeTk3SpGexu0cIQ37CiwdFvPo73vwbe5IIrg8aHu9VVVc9PxFcacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo+JUMmyzWMSy51OFgkfY1lwL7CUSaegL7PrTy9zv3qFUPI5u9CxBL6TjiAecUW2kXgel5gzVsFxxbKdRd2oN8pu4trNABVZoDctvg1HM0hAjzQRVqu86ifYymo8TOC8NUoUJZVM6xr6hEQ1Redli3zk5M8qIBLE0L9JkoX7tyGio1Cz0TWVI9UT99HLxL6+f6qDuZTxKUo0RW34UpILomOTHkxGXyLSYGUKZ5GZXwiZUUqZNRCUTwuel5H/Sqdpuza5eVyvN+iqOIpzAKZyDCxfQhCtoQRsYCLiHR3iybq0H69l6WZYWrFXPMXyD9foBrk6QXg==</latexit>

Edges
<latexit sha1_base64="2FYvFHpZS4Nca+uxkQp9EOmZ99A=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9hEremtIILHCqYttKFsNpt26WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzL8w4UxqhD6u0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2irNJaE+SXkquyFWlDNBfc00p91MUpyEnHbC8VXhd+6pVCwVd3qS0SDBQ8FiRrA2kn8dDakaVGvIbnh1dO5CZCPkuahuyAVyGk4DOkYpUANLtAbV936UkjyhQhOOleo5KNPBFEvNCKezSj9XNMNkjIe0Z6jACVXBdH7sDJ4YJYJxKk0JDefq94kpTpSaJKHpTLAeqd9eIf7l9XIde8GUiSzXVJDFojjnUKew+BxGTFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbfKpmBC+PoX/k7ZrO2e2e+vWmt4yjjI4AsfgFDjgEjTBDWgBHxDAwAN4As+WsB6tF+t10VqyljOH4Aest08OYo7S</latexit>

Edges
<latexit sha1_base64="2FYvFHpZS4Nca+uxkQp9EOmZ99A=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9hEremtIILHCqYttKFsNpt26WYTdjdCKf0NXjwo4tUf5M1/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzL8w4UxqhD6u0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2irNJaE+SXkquyFWlDNBfc00p91MUpyEnHbC8VXhd+6pVCwVd3qS0SDBQ8FiRrA2kn8dDakaVGvIbnh1dO5CZCPkuahuyAVyGk4DOkYpUANLtAbV936UkjyhQhOOleo5KNPBFEvNCKezSj9XNMNkjIe0Z6jACVXBdH7sDJ4YJYJxKk0JDefq94kpTpSaJKHpTLAeqd9eIf7l9XIde8GUiSzXVJDFojjnUKew+BxGTFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbfKpmBC+PoX/k7ZrO2e2e+vWmt4yjjI4AsfgFDjgEjTBDWgBHxDAwAN4As+WsB6tF+t10VqyljOH4Aest08OYo7S</latexit>

Faces
<latexit sha1_base64="kg9ICoWvg+O73ycQTbqWCw767mA=">AAAB7HicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqSQr2O2tIIjHCm5baJeSTbNtaDa7JFmhLP0NXjwo4tUf5M1/Y7atoKIPBh7vzTAzL0wF1wahD6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POjrJFGU+TUSieiHRTHDJfMONYL1UMRKHgnXD6VXhd++Z0jyRd2aWsiAmY8kjTomxkn9NKNPDag3VEUIYY1gQ3LhEljSbnos9iAvLogZWaA+r74NRQrOYSUMF0bqPUWqCnCjDqWDzyiDTLCV0Ssasb6kkMdNBvjh2Ds+sMoJRomxJAxfq94mcxFrP4tB2xsRM9G+vEP/y+pmJvCDnMs0Mk3S5KMoENAksPocjrhg1YmYJoYrbWyGdEEWosflUbAhfn8L/Scet44u6e+vWWt4qjjI4AafgHGDQAC1wA9rABxRw8ACewLMjnUfnxXldtpac1cwx+AHn7RPsso68</latexit>

Figure 5: An illustration of the representation of cell topology through incidence matrices. Two cells, joined
by a single edge, are defined by 9 vertices, 10 edges and 2 faces. The orientations of edges and faces are
prescribed arbitrarily. The 10×9 matrix A shows which edges and vertices are connected (empty spaces are
zeros), with 1 (−1) indicating an edge pointing into (out of) a vertex. The 2 × 10 matrix B shows which
edges neighbour which face, and which are coherent with (1) or not coherent with (−1) the face.

Bij = 1 for all edges of cell i
<latexit sha1_base64="ciKKTqFEptmHZc/p7z9ULaxstvQ=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaaKdiMU3bisYB/QlpJJ77SxmcmQZIQyzHyJG3/FjQtFxF3/xkzbhbZeCJyccw/33uOGnClt2xNrZXVtfWMzt5Xf3tnd2y8cHDaUiCSFOhVcyJZLFHAWQF0zzaEVSiC+y6Hpjm4zvfkEUjERPOhxCF2fDALmMUq0oXqFy44wcuaOb5JezB6Tawd3fKKH0o9TT8iUcJ5CfwAqFV5KwfwSzHqFol2yp4WXgTMHRTSvWq/w3ekLGvkQaMqJUm3HDnU3JlIzyiHJdyIFIaEjMoC2gQHxQXXj6X0JPjVMH5tlzAs0nrK/HTHxlRr7runMNleLWkb+p7Uj7VW6MQvCSENAZ4O8iGMtcBYW7jMJVPOxAYRKZnbFdEgkodpEmjchOIsnL4NGueScl8r3F8VqZR5HDh2jE3SGHHSFqugO1VAdUfSMXtE7+rBerDfr0/qata5Yc88R+lPW5AcFFqTK</latexit>

Ajk = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="CU2XvRo/Y0sRhQW8rVbbsyMcxpg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0omIsQ8eIxgnlAsoTZSScZMzu7zswKYclPePGgiFd/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbHg2rjut7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4OGzpKFMM6i0SkWgHVKLjEuuFGYCtWSMNAYDMY3Uz95hMqzSN5b8Yx+iEdSN7njBorta676cNocuV1C0W35M5AlomXkSJkqHULX51exJIQpWGCat323Nj4KVWGM4GTfCfRGFM2ogNsWyppiNpPZ/dOyKlVeqQfKVvSkJn6eyKlodbjMLCdITVDvehNxf+8dmL6FT/lMk4MSjZf1E8EMRGZPk96XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsRHlbQje4svLpFEueeel8t1FsVrJ4sjBMZzAGXhwCVW4hRrUgYGAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564qTzRzBHzifP4/Kj58=</latexit>

Ajk = �1
<latexit sha1_base64="z42PMDAnx8m74GP0qN3MMoHHbVQ=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3CvYiVLx4rGA/pF1KNs22sUl2SbJCWforvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmjRBHaIBGPVDvAmnImacMww2k7VhSLgNNWMLqZ+q0nqjSL5L0Zx9QXeCBZyAg2Vnq47qWPo8nVmdcrltyyOwNaJl5GSpCh3it+dfsRSQSVhnCsdcdzY+OnWBlGOJ0UuommMSYjPKAdSyUWVPvp7OAJOrFKH4WRsiUNmqm/J1IstB6LwHYKbIZ60ZuK/3mdxIRVP2UyTgyVZL4oTDgyEZp+j/pMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLEChNjMyrYELzFl5dJs1L2zsuVu4tSrZrFkYcjOIZT8OASanALdWgAAQHP8ApvjnJenHfnY96ac7KZQ/gD5/MH+8eP1g==</latexit>

✏i rotates tj by ⇡/2
<latexit sha1_base64="D2GFzLBhVpS/FRSRqPB8jAwwmiQ=">AAACJHicbVC7TsMwFHV4U14FRhaLBompJGWgEgsSCyNIFJCaKnLcGzA4dmTfIFVRP4aFX2Fh4CEGFr4Fp3TgdSTLR+fcq3vvSXIpLAbBuzcxOTU9Mzs3X1tYXFpeqa+unVldGA4drqU2FwmzIIWCDgqUcJEbYFki4Ty5Oaz881swVmh1ioMcehm7VCIVnKGT4vq+HyVa9u0gc18ZQW6F1GoYC58ajQzBUj/KGF4laYnD+NqnycApudhp+XG9ETSDEehfEo5Jg4xxHNdfor7mRQYKuWTWdsMgx17JDAouYViLCgs54zfsErqOKpaB7ZWjI4d0yyl9mmrjnkI6Ur93lCyz1RmustrX/vYq8T+vW2Da7pVC5QWC4l+D0kJS1LRKjPaFAY5y4AjjRrhdKb9ihnF0udZcCOHvk/+Ss1Yz3G22TlqNg/Y4jjmyQTbJNgnJHjkgR+SYdAgnd+SBPJFn79579F69t6/SCW/cs05+wPv4BDEUpGg=</latexit>

✏i<latexit sha1_base64="l9F1oE/HmSz2XIqeQ85FNTSvAd4=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDCwWFRITFVSkOhYiYWxSPQhNVHkOE5r1bEj20Gqoiz8CgsDCLHyGWz8DU6bAVqOZPnonHt17z1hyqjSjvNtra1vbG5t13bqu3v7B4f20XFfiUxi0sOCCTkMkSKMctLTVDMyTCVBScjIIJzelv7gkUhFBX/Qs5T4CRpzGlOMtJEC+9QLBYvULDFf7pFUUSZ4EdDAbjhNZw64StyKNECFbmB/eZHAWUK4xgwpNXKdVPs5kppiRoq6lymSIjxFYzIylKOEKD+fH1DAC6NEMBbSPK7hXP3dkaNElTuaygTpiVr2SvE/b5TpuO3nlKeZJhwvBsUZg1rAMg0YUUmwZjNDEJbU7ArxBEmEtcmsbkJwl09eJf1W071qtu6vG512FUcNnIFzcAlccAM64A50QQ9gUIBn8ArerCfrxXq3Phala1bVcwL+wPr8AeM9lzQ=</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="+VnN+xSJyYH29T1AmOUnDoWMzqw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUnAxKZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNWHNz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20qxXvulJt3pTrtTyOApzDBVyBB7dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB0NGM6Q==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="j29qw8/9djkrDgesMyFEbAesdjs=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR2aGBgdnYzM2tCNnyBFw8a49VP8ubfOMAeFKykk0pVd7q7glhwbVz328ltbe/s7uX3CweHR8cnxdOzlo4SxbDJIhGpTkA1Ci6xabgR2IkV0jAQ2A6m9wu//YRK80g+mlmMfkhHkg85o8ZKjUm/WHLL7hJkk3gZKUGGer/41RtELAlRGiao1l3PjY2fUmU4Ezgv9BKNMWVTOsKupZKGqP10eeicXFllQIaRsiUNWaq/J1Iaaj0LA9sZUjPW695C/M/rJmZY9VMu48SgZKtFw0QQE5HF12TAFTIjZpZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03BhuCtv7xJWpWyd1OuNG5LtWoWRx4u4BKuwYM7qMED1KEJDBCe4RXenInz4rw7H6vWnJPNnMMfOJ8/z02M6A==</latexit> k

<latexit sha1_base64="+VnN+xSJyYH29T1AmOUnDoWMzqw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUnAxKZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNWHNz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20qxXvulJt3pTrtTyOApzDBVyBB7dQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwB0NGM6Q==</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="j29qw8/9djkrDgesMyFEbAesdjs=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR2aGBgdnYzM2tCNnyBFw8a49VP8ubfOMAeFKykk0pVd7q7glhwbVz328ltbe/s7uX3CweHR8cnxdOzlo4SxbDJIhGpTkA1Ci6xabgR2IkV0jAQ2A6m9wu//YRK80g+mlmMfkhHkg85o8ZKjUm/WHLL7hJkk3gZKUGGer/41RtELAlRGiao1l3PjY2fUmU4Ezgv9BKNMWVTOsKupZKGqP10eeicXFllQIaRsiUNWaq/J1Iaaj0LA9sZUjPW695C/M/rJmZY9VMu48SgZKtFw0QQE5HF12TAFTIjZpZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03BhuCtv7xJWpWyd1OuNG5LtWoWRx4u4BKuwYM7qMED1KEJDBCe4RXenInz4rw7H6vWnJPNnMMfOJ8/z02M6A==</latexit>
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Figure 6: A schematic summarising the forces associated with area and perimeter changes in a vertex-based
model.
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into (or out of) vertex k, and zero otherwise. B, with elements Bij , is an Nc ×Ne matrix with elements ±1
when edge j is on the boundary of cell i, taking values +1 if the edge is coherent with the orientation of the
cell face and −1 if not; otherwise, all elements of B are zero. Replacing −1 with 1 in each matrix produces
adjacency matrices A and B, which identify neighbours but do not indicate orientation. The Nc×Nv matrix
C = 1

2BA takes the value Cik = 1 if vertex k neighbours cell i, and is zero otherwise.

A and B have interpretations as discrete derivatives, while AT and BT are boundary operators, identifying
vertices bounding an edge or edges bounding a face. Since the edges of cells form closed loops, they
have no boundary and so ATBT = 0 and BA = 0.

The geometry of the monolayer (measuring its size) is defined by magnitudes of lengths and areas. Edges
are defined by tj =

∑
k Ajkrk (summing over all vertices), from which lj =

√
tj · tj can be evaluated, along

with the unit vector t̂j = tj/lj . The perimeter of cell i is then Li =
∑

j Bijlj (summing over all edges). It
follows that

∂lj
∂rk

= t̂jAjk and
∂Li
∂rk

=
∑

j

Bij t̂jAjk. (6.5)

−∂Li/∂rk identifies two unit vectors aligned with edges of cell i where it meets vertex k, pointing out of the
vertex (Fig. 6).

To evaluate cell areas, integrate ∇⊗ x = I over cell i. Using the divergence theorem,

AiI =

∫

i
∇⊗ xdA =

∮

∂i
n̂⊗ xds =

∑

j

nij ⊗ cj ≡
∑

j

nijc
T
j , (6.6)

where nij = −εiBijtj defines outward normals of cell i and cj = 1
2

∑
k Ajkrk is the centroid of edge j.

Noting that εTi = −εi, εiεi = −I and that the tensor in (6.6) is symmetric, its transpose gives

AiI =
∑

j

cj ⊗ nij =
∑

j

Bij(cj ⊗ tj)εi, (6.7)

so that Aiεi = −∑j Bijcj ⊗ tj . A further transpose gives ai ≡ Aiεi =
∑

j Bijtj ⊗ cj .

Some tedious algebra (e.g. [48]) reveals that

∂Ai
∂rk

= 1
2

∑

j

εiBijtjAjk ≡ −1
2

∑

j

nijAjk. (6.8)

−∂Ai/∂rk identifies two outward normal vectors associated with the edges of vertex k bordering cell i
(Fig. 6).

6.3 Vertex dynamics

Armed with (6.5) and (6.8), showing how the length and perimeter of cell i change when vertex k moves, we
can now evaluate fik = δUi/δrk, the first variation of the energy of cell i with respect to a small displacement
of vertex rk. This determines the elastic restoring force at rk acting on cell i as

fik =
∑

j

[
1
2PiεiBijtjAjk + TiBij t̂jAjk

]
. (6.9)

As Fig. 6 illustrates, the force at vertex k due to cell i has contributions from Pi acting along normals at
the vertex, and from Ti acting along tangents. In equilibrium, the net force at vertex k and the net force
on cell i must both vanish, i.e. ∑

i

Cikfik = 0,
∑

k

Cikfik = 0, (6.10)

representing two discrete divergences of fik.
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A common model applies a drag η to each vertex, so that the equilibrium is reached by timestepping Nv

coupled ODEs for rk(t) of the form

η
drk
dt

= −
∑

i

Cikfik. (6.11)

This is the evolution equation (or rather, Nv ordinary differential equations) for vertex locations rk, coupled
through the dependence of fik on rk via Ai and Li. An initial condition for cell vertices may come from an
image, or may be constructed using a Voronoi tessellation of the plane. Suitable boundary conditions for
the array of cells must also be chosen (a periodic box is a popular choice). Equation (6.11) is integrated
until it reaches an equilibrium, satisfying (6.10a).

6.4 Cell and tissue stress

For a monolayer in equilibrium, evaluating
∑

k Cikrk ⊗ fik ≡ Aiσi, where σi is the stress (force moment)
associated with cell i, one finds after some algebra [36, 33, 48, 49] that

σi = PiI +
TiLi
Ai

Qi, where Qi ≡
1

Li

∑

j

Bijlj t̂j ⊗ t̂j . (6.12)

A simple way of interpreting these terms is to consider that under an imposed uniform strain E, Ai changes
by AiI : E ≡ Aitr(E) and Li changes by LiQi : E [49]. It turns out [48] that the principal axes of the cell
stress tensor (more specifcally, of Qi) align with those of the cell’s shape tensor

∑
k Cikrk⊗rk, showing that

cell shape and cell stress are intimately coupled. The isotropic component of the stress in each cell 1
2tr(σi)

reveals the effective pressure in each cell

Peff = Pi +
TiLi
2Ai

(6.13)

with contributions from both the bulk and the periphery. For an isolated cell in equilibrium, with Peff = 0,
we expect Pi < 0 (because Ai < A0) and Ti > 0 (because Li > L0), the typical state of a turgid plant cell.
For example a cell at fixed turgor, as in (6.3), has Pi = −Πi.

The stress of the monolayer as a whole is

Aσ =
∑

i

Aiσi =
∑

i

(PiAiI + TiLiQi). (6.14)

These expressions for cell and tissue stress (6.12, 6.14) can be compared with, for example, (5.4), showing
how the structure tensor for each cell wall t̂j ⊗ t̂j contributes additively to the total stress, resembling the
structure tensor of fibres A.

Patterns of Peff can show inherently discrete features (such as force chains) across cell monolayers [48]. The
cell stress (6.12) and tissue stress (6.14) have been derived from an underlying energy (6.1), and sit outside
a traditional continuum framework. However the tissue as a whole exhibits linearly elastic properties when
perturbed from an equilibrium, and plastic properties if cell rearrangements take place.

Perturbing the monolayer about an equilibrium reveals its stiffness tensor as

C =
1

A

∑

i

[
KaA

2
i I⊗ I +KlL

2
iQi ⊗ Qi + LiTi(Bi − Qi ⊗ I)

]
(6.15)

where Bi is a fourth-order tensor [49] defined in terms of tj such that under strain E, the change in
LiQi is LiB : E. This is the discrete analogue of (5.1) or (5.6). This expression shows explicitly how
cell orientations can induce anisotropy in the tissue. The effective tissue bulk and shear moduli can
be derived from C. If L0 becomes so large that Ti becomes negative for some cells, then the cells lose
resistance to shear (via an unjamming phase transition [10]). Tissue rigidity is promoted by inducing
large tensions in cell walls. Notice that the tissue properties are recovered as sums, without requiring (for
example) a periodicity assumption, commonly made when homogenizing cellular materials [45].

Further adaptions of the vertex model include hybridization with a centreline model of the kind described
in §4 [29].
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7 Plant cell wall mechanics and the origins of the Lockhart model

The primary plant cell wall is formed from an array of cellulose microfibrils, cross-linked by hemicellulose,
embedded in a pectin matrix. Enzymes target distinct components: PME (pectin methylesterase) targets
the matrix; XTH and expansin disrupt crosslinks; and so on. Microstructural models of the cell wall can be
used to understand how enzyme action influences mechanical attributes such as yield stress or extensibility,
and how the wall’s architecture influences cell and tissue dynamics. Cellulose self-assembles in a synthase
complex that migrates along cortical microtubules; thus the microtubules influence the wall’s structure. The
mechanosensitivity of microtubules and details of the wall’s microstructure are very active areas of research
[14, 17, 34, 43].

7.1 The matrix

We start with a very simple model of a growing cell wall as a thin viscous sheet, deriving the relation between
the axial stress resultant T in terms of its strain rate, thickness h and viscosity µ.

Consider a sheet of initial length L0, thickness h0 that is subject to an extensional stretching flow of
velocity magnitude U0. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, satisfying ∇·v = 0 and ∇·σ = 0, where
σ = −2 + µ(∇⊗ v +∇⊗ vT ) (see §5), the 2D Stokes equations are

∂xu+ ∂yv = 0, 0 = −∂xp+ µ(∂2
xu+ ∂2

yu), 0 = −∂yp+ µ(∂2
xv + ∂2

yv), (7.1)

where the velocity field v = (u, v) is defined with respect to coordinates (x, y) and ∂x is shorthand for
∂/∂x. The components of the stress tensor are

σxx = −p+ 2µ∂xu, σyy = −p+ 2µ∂yv, σxy = µ(∂yu+ ∂xv). (7.2)

We assume the sheet is stress-free at its surfaces y = 0 and y = h (i.e. σxy = σyy = 0 there).

Equations (7.1, 7.2) can be simplified by exploiting the sheet’s slender geometry, using the small param-
eter ε ≡ h0/L0 � 1. Write (x, y, h) = L0(x∗, εy∗, εh∗), (u, v) = U0(u∗, εv∗) , (p,σ) = µ(U0/L0)(p∗,σ∗).
Then in 0 < y∗ < h∗, we re-write (7.1, 7.2) in terms of dimensionless variables as

∂x∗u
∗ + ∂y∗v

∗ = 0, 0 = −∂x∗p∗ + ∂2
x∗u
∗ + ε−2∂2

y∗u
∗, 0 = −∂y∗p∗ + ε2∂2

x∗v
∗ + ∂2

y∗v
∗, (7.3)

with
σ∗xx = −p∗ + 2∂x∗u

∗, σ∗yy = −p∗ + 2∂y∗v
∗, σ∗xy = ε−1∂y∗u

∗ + ε∂x∗v
∗. (7.4)

Now expand all variables using u∗ = u∗0 + ε2u∗1 + . . . etc. At leading order, ∂2
y∗u
∗
0 = 0; furthermore

σ∗xy = 0 on y∗ = 0 and y∗ = h∗ implies ∂y∗u
∗
0 = 0 there. Thus u∗0 = u∗0(x∗, t∗). ∂y∗v

∗
0 = −∂x∗u∗0 implies

v∗0 = −y∗∂x∗u∗0 (assuming v∗0 = 0 on y∗ = 0). Thus ∂2
y∗v
∗
0 = 0, implying ∂y∗p

∗
0 = 0. σ∗0yy = 0 on y∗ = 0

and h∗ implies p∗0 = 2∂y∗v
∗
0 = −2∂x∗u

∗
0, giving finally that σ∗0xx = 4∂x∗u

∗
0.

Restoring this expression to dimensional units we obtain the stress/strain-rate relation σxx = 4µ∂xu,
implying that the sheet has extensional viscosity 4µ.

The stress resultant T = σxxh therefore satisfies T = 4µh∂xu, so that the extensibility in (2.7) (at least, that
part of it arising from stretching of the matrix) can be expressed in terms of wall thickness and viscosity
as

φ = 1/(4µ). (7.5)

For a wall of spatially uniform thickness, the extensional flow of material in the wall (relative to a point on
its outer surface) is v = (αx,−αy), where α is the RER. In the absence of sources of wall material, the wall
thickness satisfies dh/dt = −αh (stretching induces thinning). In practice, we expect metabolic processes to
be depositing material on the wall’s inner surface at y = h in order to maintain the wall’s thickness during
growth (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7: Top: a schematic of an element of wall undergoing stretching. At the inner surface, matrix, fibres
and crosslinks are assembled and deposited (blue arrows). Fibres (green dots) are assumed to be normal
to the page. Crosslinks (purple) are extended by the stretching of the wall, breaking before they reach the
outer wall at y = 0. The wall elongates with velocity field v = α(x,−y), where α is the RER. Bottom: (a)
Stress resultant T versus strain, for different values of strain rate α; (b) large-time stress T∞ versus strain
rate, showing (thick line) a piecewise linear approximation to the smoother prediction of the model (7.7)
(thin line); from [22].

7.2 Fibres, crosslinks and the origins of the Lockhart model

Now consider a cylindrical cell, elongating along its axis, with fibres oriented in the transverse direction.
Suppose the fibres resist stretching, so that the strain-rate in the wall is ė = αẑ⊗ ẑ−αr̂⊗ r̂. Then the viscous
analogue of (5.4) gives the stress field as σ = −pI+ T θ̂⊗ θ̂+ 2µ⊥ė. In this simple example, the hoop stress
σθθ = T that inhibits swelling decouples from the axial extension. In practice, fibres that are not exactly
transverse will be rotated as the wall extends (via (5.5)), complicating the story [23]. For example, fibres
deposited at a fixed angle at the inner wall will rotate towards the cell’s axis as the wall stretches, while
moving towards the outer wall; as they rotate, they suppress cell elongation. The cell’s effective extensibility
then depends on the fibre orientation integrated across the wall, which depends on the manner in which
fibres were deposited at earlier times.

To examine the role of crosslinks, consider the simplest possible scenario, when fibrils are deposited trans-
versely on the inner wall (perpendicular to the axis of the cell), with hemicellulose crosslinks formed between
them. As the cell elongates, fibres migrate towards the outer wall of the cell, while being separated by the
stretching of the wall (Fig. 7). The distance between fibres satisfies dL/dt = αL on dy/dt = −αy, while the
density of crosslinks between fibres n(y, t) satisifes ∂tn − αy∂yn = −koffn, for some breakage rate koff . We
can model each crosslink as a spring with stiffness κ and unstressed length L0. Taking an off-rate (breakage
rate) of the form

koff = k0 exp

(
β2κ(L− L0)2

2kbT

)
, (7.6)

where kbT is a unit of thermal energy and β � 1 is a constant, then bonds break close to the outer wall
where cross-links are sufficiently extended. (The kinetics depend here on a ratio of mechanical to thermal
energy; other models [2] estimate the mechanical energy as a force times a distance, which is linear rather
than quadratic in strain). We are here assuming that broken crosslinks cannot reform within the wall. The
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stress resultant in the wall can be modified to incorporate the additional effect of crosslinks as

T =

∫ h

0
n(y, t)κ(L− L0) dy + 4µhα. (7.7)

This simple model can be used to determine the dependence of stress on the RER α. If RER is sufficiently
small, cross-links break close the inner surface of the wall (they break before migrating very far). Increasing
α carries crosslinks into the wall and extends them, increasing n and thus T . If RER is sufficiently large,
crosslinks migrate close to the outer surface of the wall before breaking once very extended. This is a nearly
saturated state, becoming insensitive to further increases in RER. The net effect is a nonlinear response
between T and α (Fig. 7a,b), with characteristics of the plastic response in (2.2). For a strain increasing
linearly in time at rate α, the model shows an initial elastic response (with stiffness E = n0κL0h), a long-time
viscous response characteristic of (2.3) [22]. The yield stress has magnitude E log(1/β).

Significant work needs to be done to further develop microscale models of cell wall structure (such as the
computational study of [61]), that incorporate relevant biochemistry and thermodynamics [4], and then scale
these up to mechanical models of whole tissues, to understand how cell wall architecture influences plant
morphology.
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